Huskies in the Spotlight
Talent Show 2004

Thank you to every act that tried out. The following acts have made the Talent Show:

Lauren & Kristen Carroll (song)
  Kelly Li (Chinese zither)
  Jason Lackium (band)
  Justin Farrow (Piano)
  Lindsey Geddis (dance)
  Rachel Huston (group dance)
  Travis Ritter (band)
Jenny Keffer & Cassidy Roche (Tap Dance)
  Nina Snaer (Song)
  Juliann Oviedo (group Dance)
  Austin Fernandez (Group dance)
  Michael Rounds (Band)
  Angelo Patino-Patroni (song)
    Jason Witt (Band)
    Jaye Thomas (song)
Marina Meza & Jason Brown (song)
  Runson Willis (Rap)
  Alyssa Abrego (Song)
  Clarissa Diaz (Skit)
  David Sanchez (skate video)
  Iyna Summa (Song)
  Alyssa Abrego (song)
Candice Bonelli (group dance)
  Roxanne Franco (Song)
  Andrew Sharp (guitar)
  Matt Parra (band)
Samantha Mackenzie (group song)
  M.C.’s – Jason Muse